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STAFF REPORT 
Planning and Development Department  

  

Subject: Enfield Family Dental Centre Development Agreement Application 
To: CAO for Planning Advisory Committee, January 19, 2021 
Date Prepared: January 11, 2021 
Related Motions: None 
Prepared by: Rachel Gilbert, Manager of Planning 
Approved by: John Woodford, Director of Planning and Development 

 

Summary 
The Municipality has received an application from Enfield Family Dental Centre to enable the construction of a 
new building at 300 Highway 2, Enfield.    
 
 

Financial Impact Statement 
There are no immediate financial impacts associated with the adoption of this report.  A summary of any 
financial impacts will be provided in the final staff report. 
 

Recommendation 
That Planning Advisory Committee recommend that Council give initial consideration to the development 
agreement amendment application and authorize staff to schedule a public hearing.  
 

Recommended Motion 
Planning Advisory Committee recommends that Council:  

• give initial consideration to enter into a Development Agreement for a new dental centre building 
at 300 Highway 2, Enfield to enable a public hearing; and  

• authorize staff to schedule a public hearing.  
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Background 
The Municipality received an application from Dr. Reena Kapadia Dentistry, operating as Enfield Family Dental 
Centre, for a new building to house their operations.  The reason for the proposal is that their business has 
outgrown their existing building which was a single family home that was retrofitted to serve as their clinic. 
 
 

Subject Properties  

 
The subject property is located at the corner of Highway 2 and 
Shamrock Lane in Enfield.  As indicated on the zoning map to the left, 
the subject property is zoned Village Core (VC).  The property is also 
designated as Village Core (VC). Adjacent zones include: Village Core 

(VC) Zone to both sides and in front of the site; to the rear of the site the land is zoned Townhouse Zone (R2-
T), and along Shamrock Lane to the north the land is zoned Single Unit Dwelling (R1) Zone.   
 
The size of the subject property is approximately 2,235 m2 and has frontage onto both Highway 2 and Shamrock 
Lane. The site has an existing single storey building which is used as the existing dental centre.  A copy of an 
image from google earth shows the existing building on the property.  
 
 

Development Proposal 
The application proposes a new 
building for the Enfield Dental 
Centre.  The proposed building has a 
footprint of 338 Sqm. and is located 
towards the front of the site onto 
Highway 2. The dental centre is 
located on the first floor but has an 
area of storage of on the second 
floor area of the building.    
 
The applicant intends to demolish 
the existing building once the new building has been constructed, and they have moved the dental practice 
into the new building.  
 
A copy of the application plans submitted have been added as Appendix A to this staff report.   
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Policy Analysis 
The Planning and Development Department is currently reviewing the proposed application based on the 
applicable policies contained in the Municipal Planning Strategy. To address potential compatibility issues with 
neighbouring residences, and to comply with criteria applied to consideration of this application, Staff will be 
requesting comments from internal departments and external agencies, including Nova Scotia Transportation 
and Infrastructure Renewal. A detailed table of the evaluative criteria from the enabling policies and 
corresponding comments from Staff and reviewing agencies will be attached to the final report. 
 
This development agreement application for this building is enabled through the Municipal Planning Strategy 
under policy UD14 or UD15.   
 

• Policy UD14 sets out that Council shall consider single use commercial uses in excess of 230 m2 by 
development agreement, pursuant to the Village Core Form-Based Zone Requirements and to all 
applicable implementing policies. 

• Policy UD15 enables Council to consider development agreements for (d) institutional uses which do 
not meet the Form-Based Zone Requirements but will contribute to the vitality and overall goal of the 
VC Zone. 

 
The size of the building is over 230 m2 in size which is referred to in Policy UD14 but the current design of the 
building does not meet the Village Core Form-Based Zone Requirements which seeks to adhere to existing 
Village Core vernacular. A Dental Office falls under the definition of Health Care Services which is an 
Institutional Use under the Land Use Bylaw.  Based on the design of the building not meeting the Form-Based 
Zone Requirements, staff suggest that the application is enabled through Policy UD15 of the MPS which allows 
for Council to consider a proposal which does not meet the Form-Based Zone Requirements.   
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The Form-Based Zone Requirements seeks to create some consistency in design with respecting existing 
vernacular of the area.  Policy UD15 however was developed with the intent of enabling the design for 
Institutional Use buildings to be considered on their own individual merits, whilst contributing to the vitality 
and overall goal of the VC Zone.  In many areas of the world, Institutional Use buildings are designed to be 
more prominent than the other commercial buildings in the area and create a sense of civic pride.  However, 
these types of buildings are typically public buildings such as City or Town Halls, museums, libraries and 
hospitals.   
 
At this point planning staff have not reviewed the design of the proposed building and have only accepted the 
application as it is was submitted.  Staff will undertake a review of the design of the building and site, 
including parking and landscaping, and where appropriate discuss any recommended amendments to the design 
with the developer.  Although Policy UD15 enables the application to be considered based on the design, the 
policy does set out that the proposal will contribute to the vitality and overall goal of the VC Zone.  Staff will 
make an assessment of the application and whether it contributes to the vitality and overall goal of the VC 
Zone. 
 
The applicant has requested that the initial report be presented to Planning Advisory Committee to begin the 
processing of the development agreement application prior to any review and feedback to the applicant on the 
design of the building and site.  If significant changes to the design of the building or site are made following 
discussion with planning staff, it may be appropriate for an update on the design be given to Planning Advisory 
Committee prior to the final report.    
 
 

Citizen Engagement  
Planning staff will comply with the Citizen Engagement Policies of the Municipal Planning Strategy when 
processing this application. An advertisement outlining the proposal and indicating that it is under review by 
staff will be placed in the Chronicle Herald. A letter and questionnaire will be mailed to all property owners 
within a 300 m of the subject property asking for comments on the proposed development agreement 
amendment.  
 
 

Conclusion 
Staff will continue to review the application for a new building at the Enfield Dental Centre.  The proposed 
application will be evaluated using all applicable policies in the Municipal Planning Strategy. Staff will make a 
recommendation to PAC in their final staff report. 
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Recommendation 
That Planning Advisory Committee recommend that Council give initial consideration to the development 
agreement amendment application and authorize staff to schedule a public hearing.  
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Appendix A – Application Plans 
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